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DNA REPAIR



Photoreactivation

• It is a type of DNA repair mechanism present in 
prokaryotes, archaea and in many eukaryotes.
(bacteria, yeast, some vertebrates - not humans) ... In 
this DNA repair method cells recovers its DNA after UV 
exposure induced damages. The UV light is lethal to 
cellular DNA since it induces structural lesions in the 
DNA by the formation of pyrimidine dimer.

• Two thymines connected together by UV light.
• The photoreactivation process directly reverses this 

damage by the action of the enzyme photolyase, whose 
activation is obligately dependent on energy absorbed 
from blue/UV light (300–500 nm wavelength) to 
promote catalysis



Alkylation damage repair

It involves multiple partially
redundant pathways, which include
direct reversal by MGMT, the ALKB
family of demethylases, and base
excision repair.

Damage is removed by O6 Methyl guanine methyl transferase

Transfer of alkyl gp (methyl/ethyl) to reactive site 
on base or phosphate group



Excision Repair

• Conserved throughout evolution, found in
all prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms

• Three step process:
– 1. Error is recognized and enzymatically clipped out
by a nuclease that cleaves the phosphodiester bonds
(uvr gene products operate at this step)

– 2. DNA Polymerase I fills in the gap by inserting the
appropriate nucleotides

– 3. DNA Ligase seals the gap



Excision Repair

• Two know types of excision repair

– Base excision repair (BER)
• corrects damage to nitrogenous bases created by
the spontaneous hydrolysis of DNA bases as well
as the hydrolysis of DNA bases caused by agents
that chemically alter them

– Nucleotide excision repair (NER)
• Repairs “bulky” lesions in DNA that alter or distort
the regular DNA double helix
• Group of genes (uvr) involved in recognizing and
clipping out the lesions in the DNA
• Repair is completed by DNA pol I and DNA ligase







Proofreading and Mismatch Repair

• In bacterial systems, proofreading decreases the
error rate in DNA replication by two orders of
magnitude
– from 1 mismatch in every 105 nucleotide pairs to 1 in every 107 base pairs

• Mismatch repair is another mechanism by which
mismatches can be fixed in the DNA strand

• In bacteria, mismatch repair is based on the
process of DNA Methylation, which labels one
strand, providing a basis for the mismatch repair.







• Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP): Patients are
hypersensitive to UV light; patients often develop 
malignancies of the skin.

Diseases in which DNA repair is damage



Fanconi’s anemia: 
Rare, 10-20 case 
every year
Patients demonstrate 
aplastic anemia, 
growth retardation, 
and congenital 
anomalies; related to 
a deficiency in repair 
of DNA cross-links. 



Ataxia telangiectasia
(AT): Patients are 
sensitive to gamma 
irradiation; patients 
develop neurological 
and skin lesions.


